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z88dk is a z80 assembler/linker, assembles code for the Zilog Z88 processor, and provides a library-driven development environment for the Zilog Z88. It is also a C cross-compiler for the Zilog Z88. Z88dk can be used to produce code for the Zilog Z88 or, on a compatible
machine, run on the Zilog Z88. Install: z88dk can be installed using the Makefile provided in a tarball. z88dk can also be installed using the GNU Automake package management system. See z88dk's manual page for more detailed information about how to use z88dk. z88dk

online manual: z88dk is hosted on sourceforge z88dk Changelog: Version 1.3.3 - Fixed a bug in the C standard library when handling ' '. Version 1.3.2 - Fixed a bug when switching from light to dark screens. Version 1.3.1 - Fixed an occasional hang when closing z88dk. Version
1.3 - Added ' ' support to C standard library. - Fixed a bug where incorrect stack addresses were being generated on some machines. - Changed the memory management to use a newly implemented sys_malloc function. - Fixed an occasional memory leak. - Fixed the writing of
extended z88 calls. - Fixed a bug in the Z88 call parameters. - Improved the handling of the AT&T syntax for assembly routines. - Improved the handling of compiler directives in assembly routines. - Improved support for the A15 feature. - Added support for the A20 feature. -

Added support for the A20 feature. - Improved the handling of position mode. - Improved the handling of byte mode. - Added support for byte mode. - Added support for byte mode. - Added support for byte mode. - Fixed a bug in the handling of '#' (comment) directives. -
Fixed a bug in the formatting of warnings on machines other than
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z88dk is a z80 cross compiler for C that works on z88, rx5, rx11,... z88dk features: - support for z88, z88 alt, rx5, rx11, rx14, rx16, rx18, rx20, rx24, rx28, rx310, rx512, rx1300, rx1400, rx1600, rx1800 - support for xc3023, xc3033, xc3040, xc4100, xc4101, xc7200, xc7201,
xc7303, xc7400, xc7500 - support for z80, upcb, upcb1, upcb2, upcb2b, upcb3, upcb4, upcb5, upcb5b, upcb6, upcb6b, upcb7, upcb8, upcb9, upcb-1, upcb-2, upcb-3, upcb-4, upcb-5, upcb-6 - support for a2450 - support for jz80 - support for lcall - support for calling functions

and subroutines from asm - support for linking together.o,.a, and.s files - support for asm-inline assembly - support for inline assembler - support for constants, typedef, struct, unions, enumerations - support for ' - support for ' - support for ' - support for ' - support for ' - support
for ' - support for inline asm for assembly constants - support for inline asm constant - support for inline asm constants and variables, assembler, and linking - support for inline asm constant variable - support for ' - support for inline asm ' - support for inline asm ' - support for
inline asm, constant, and variable - support for inline asm, assembler, constant, and variable - support for inline asm, assembler, constant, variable, and linking - support for inline assembler constant - support for inline assembler constant variable - support for inline assembler

constant variable - support for inline assembler constant variable - support for inline assembler constant variable - support for inline assemb 6a5afdab4c
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z88dk is a set of libraries for the 8080, Z88, Z80, or compatible machines. z88dk consists of: z88dk assembler/linker (runs under NASM for the 8080/Z88, LASM or MODE86 for the Z80) z88dk C compiler z88dk C run-time z88dk C standard library z88dk z88dk IDE (that
uses masm for the 8080, LASM or MODE86 for the Z88) z88dk z88dk IDE for the 8080 (an integrated assembler and linker for 8080) z88dk z88dk IDE for Z88 z88dk z88dk IDE for Z80 and compatibles (an integrated assembler, ld, linker and IDE for the 8080, Z88, Z80,
8085, MOS-51, MOS-6502, MOS-6510, MOS-6522 and compatibles) z88dk z88dk IDE for 8051 (this IDE is intended to be used with the z88dk z88dk IDE for 8080, Z88, Z80, 8085, MOS-51, MOS-6502, MOS-6510, MOS-6522 and compatibles). Platforms Supported z88dk
supports the following platforms: 8080 (8088) Z88 Z80 MOS-51 (50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 67, 68, 71, 72) MOS-6502 (6512, 6522) MOS-6510 (6520) MOS-6520 (6521) z88dk for the 8080, Z88, Z80, 8085, MOS-51, MOS-6502, MOS-6510, MOS-6522 and
compatibles is compiled from the source code for z88dk z88dk IDE for 8080, Z88, Z80, 8085, MOS-51, MOS-6502, MOS-6510, MOS-6522 and compatibles. z88dk z88dk IDE for 8051 is compiled from the source code for z88dk z88dk IDE for 80

What's New In Z88dk?

z88dk is designed to be a Z80cross compiler for the C/C++ programming language. z88dk is a totally free open source under the GNU General Public License. z88dk supports all possible processors types on the z80 platform, instruction set, C++, relict and mnemonics. Z88dk
projects compiles C code without any bug or missing of function. It's a cross-compiler project, so it's not entirely up-to-date, but almost, and it should be quite easy to adapt to a brand new machine if it's not, even a big one. As for other alternatives, I don't know of any C->z80
cross-compiler. For C++, there's C2x, a C++ compiler for the ZX Spectrum. UNPUBLISHED UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE FOURTH CIRCUIT No. 01-7609 CHARLES E. SHIBERD, SR., Petitioner - Appellant, versus JOHN B. JAMISON,
Superintendent, Respondent - Appellee. Appeal from the United States District Court for the Western District of Virginia, at Roanoke. Jackson L. Kiser, Senior District Judge. (CA-01-832-7) Submitted: February 21, 2002
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System Requirements For Z88dk:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP2, Vista, 7, 8, 10 Processor: Intel Pentium 3.2 GHz or AMD Athlon 800 MHz Memory: 1024 MB RAM Video: Intel Integrated or Nvidia GeForce 6600 Hard Drive: 10 GB HD space Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 compliant Recommended: OS:
Windows Vista, 7, 8, 10 Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD Opteron 2000 Memory: 1 GB RAM Video: NVIDIA GeForce
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